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Motivation

❖ Advancement in affordable sequencing technology coupled with easy accessibility to huge computational resources → generate and analyse hundreds of WGS in relatively short time

❖ Challenges of population genomics analyses → plethora of tools and its dependencies, series of data transformation in  a particular order

❖ Potential solution → usage of container-based technologies such as conda, singularity and docker with workflow management system such as Nextflow, Snakemake

major tools/packages implemented 
in the workflows

vcftools 0.1.16: filtering vcf files

plink2: filtering bed file 

eigensoft 8.0.0 : perform PCA 

snprelate 1.32.0 : perform PCA

admixture 1.3.0 : perform admixture

folium 0.14.0 : plotting interactive 
genetic data on world maps

The figure shows the approximate geographical locations of the samples 
(and its sample size in the legend) used to test the workflows. The 
publicly available dataset consisted of 25,043,596 SNPs genotyped in 274 
cattle samples.

major tools/packages implemented 
in the workflows

treemix 1.13 : ML-based phylogenetic 
tree

optm 0.1.6 : identify optimal 
migration edges

phylip 3.697 : generate consensus 
tree

vcftools 0.1.16 : calculate pi, Tajima’s 
D, and pairwise-Fst

pysam 0.20.0 : used in the script to 
convert vcf to treemix input format

bokeh: interactive plotting

pybedtools 0.9.0 : used in the script 
to convert vcf to treemix input format

beagle 5.2_21 : used for phasing the 
genotypes

selscan 1.2.0 : calculate iHS and XP-
EHH

sweepfinder2 1.0 : calculate CLR
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The figures show the phylogenetic tree inferred using treemix and the 
output produced by Optm package to infer optimal migration events 

PCA plot produced by the workflow Q-matrix plot produced by the workflow

Manhattan plot produced by the workflowGithub project page Overview of the results
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